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STRENGTHS SPOTLIGHT

**Resorative (Domain: Executing)**

People exceptionally talented in the Restorative theme are adept at dealing with problems. They are good at figuring out what is wrong and resolving it.

I am: not intimidated by points of pain or dysfunction
I will: look for the bug in the system
I bring: courage and creativity to tricky situations
I need: problems that must be solved

birthdays...
12/04 KAREN BURNETT
12/05 CATHERYN MCDOWELL
12/05 BROOKE MCVY
12/07 FEHINTOLA AGBoola
12/18 ISHANA DESAI

hot coco bombs...

...throw one in a winter holiday mug, pour in some warm milk, and you have your specialized hot chocolate drink!

** purchase from Target or Etsy
https://tinyurl.com/y3dlf9de/

“*She has such a quality eye, always catching little issues before they grow into bigger problems. And anytime we need to do something last minute, she swings into action with a positive attitude and sense of humor!*”

SHOUTOUT TO SYDNEY OKLAND

INTENT TO RETURN form is due 12/04 at 11:59 PM on Anchorlink:
https://anchorlink.vanderbilt.edu/submitter/form/start/451979
S'MORES 'N THE MICROWAVE

or over the stove...whichever you have

Ingredients:
- marshmallows
- Hershey's bar (other chocolate applicable)
- Graham crackers
- Paper plate (for microwave)
- Kebob stick (for stove)

Directions:
Break a whole grahham cracker into half and place onto a paper plate. Put at least two medium sized marshmallows atop each half of the grahham crackers. Diagonally, place half a Hershey's bar atop the marshmallows on one of the grahham crackers. Take the other half (with the marshmallows but without the chocolate) and place atop the Hershey's bar and SMUSH! Place in the microwave for less than a minute but more than 30 seconds (to your liking) and there you have it! A s'more 'n the microwave.

** Using a stove, place a marshmallow on a kebob stick and hold over a hot eye for about 3-5 minutes (to your liking). On the side, place a paper plate with a whole grahham cracker broken in half. After warming the marshmallow, place atop one of the halves of the grahham cracker and repeat warming for another marshmallow. (You can warm multiple marshmallows at once, too!) Once you finish warming the marshmallows, place half a Hershey's bar atop the marshmallows, take the other half of the grahham cracker, and SMUSH!

feeling overwhelmed about studying over the break and returning REMOTELY for finals? we have got just the thing for you...

REMOTE STUDY CARE PACKAGE
- Bluetooth earphones $35
  https://tinyurl.com/y5sx4kla
- neck pillow $20
  https://tinyurl.com/y6mqfwb8
- lap desk $12
  https://tinyurl.com/y3agzsyc
- desk lamp $7-$10
  https://tinyurl.com/y9v6dzkv
- ear plugs $3
  https://tinyurl.com/y6qfkdy7

FACILITIES UPDATE

- Old wheelchair lift in the Cinema will be getting replaced by 11/30
- New accessible platform will be added to the back of the Cinema, with a safety railing installed around it
  - brings us one step closer to being 100% accessible

Thank you for being proactive in maintaining social distancing and mask compliance. Pro Staff is currently working with the PHA department to make it easier for employees by providing better rounds by the PHAs and extending their hours to closing.

Follow us on social media on LinkedIn, Instagram, & Facebook

submit student shout outs to: https://forms.gle/Y5xmCXxDj4gUD7bG6